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Abstract 

       Rumors are typically described as remarks whose true value is unknown. A 

rumor on social media has the potential to spread erroneous information to a large 

group of individuals. Those false facts will influence decision-making in a variety of 

societies. In online social media, where enormous amounts of information are 

simply distributed over a large network of sources with unverified authority, 

detecting rumors is critical. This research proposes that rumor detection be done 

using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools as well as six distinct Machine 

Learning (ML) methods (Nave Bayes (NB), random forest (RF), K-nearest neighbor 

(KNN), Logistic Regression (LR), Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and Decision 

Tree (DT)). The data set size for the suggested experiment was 16,865 samples. For 

pre-processing tokenization was used to separates each one of the tokens from the 

others. Normalization that removes all non-word tokens, deleting stop words was 

utilized to remove all unnecessary words, and stemming was used to obtain the stem 

of the tokens. Prior to using the six classification algorithms, the major feature 

extraction approach Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) was 

applied. The RF classifier performed better compared to all other classifiers with an 

accuracy of 99%, according to the data. 

 

Keywords: Machine learning, Text classification, Naïve Byes, RF, KNN, DT, 

Natural language processing, SGD). 
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 الخلاصه
بأنها عبارة لا يمكن التحقق من قيمتها الحقيقية. قج تنذخ الذائعات معمهمات خاطئة  الذائعاتتُعخَّف       

)معمهمات كاذبة( عمى شبكة من الناس. يعج تحجيج الذائعات أمخًا بالغ الأهمية في وسائل التهاصل الاجتماعي 
كميات كبيخة من المعمهمات بدههلة عبخ شبكة كبيخة من المرادر ذات سمطة غيخ  عبخ الإنتخنت حيث تنتذخ

الآلي ستة خهارزميات مختمفة لمتعمم  و (NLPأدوات معالجة المغة الطبيعية ) البحث استخجام مؤكجة. اقتخح هحا
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normalization  لححف جميع الخمهز المميدة التي لا تحتهي عمى كممات ، وإزالةstop words  لححف جميع

ستخجام طخيقة يتم ا ذلك،لمحرهل عمى الجحع من الخمهز. بعج  Stemming الكممات غيخ المهمة ، و
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قبل تطبيق خهارزميات الترنيف   TF-IDF) (اتخدد المدتنج العكدي  -لتخددا ااستخخاج الميدات الأكثخ شيهعً 
 تفهق في الأداء عمى جميع المرنفات  Random Forest الدتة المقتخحة. أظهخت النتائج أن مرنف

 ٪. لمجمهعات بيانات الذائعات.       99الأخخى بجقة ترل إلى 
1.   INTRODUCTION       

Data mining is the process of extracting useful information, and patterns from vast amounts of 

data by using various techniques [1]. There are many different Data mining techniques that 

are used based on the purpose of the mining process. Generally, data mining tasks are 

separated into two types: prediction and description[2,3]. The prediction uses supervised 

learning techniques to forecast the value of a specific characteristic based on the values of 

other attributes. Predictive modeling tasks include classification and regression clustering, 

mining associations, sequence discovery, and summarizing are examples of description tasks. 

Unsupervised learning techniques are used in these methods to uncover clear patterns in 

data[4].  

It has been noted in the field of data mining that data grows rapidly. With the rapid growth of 

data and the rising availability of electronic documents, classification has become a critical 

task [5]. With the significant expansion of online social media in recent years, applying data 

mining techniques to social media data has attracted increasing interest [6]. Social networks 

are without a doubt the most widespread sources of information currently. This is Because 

of the massive volume of data and extensive social network connections. When scientists 

investigate social networks, they aim to tackle a few difficulties that arise from the complex 

relations which social networks contain[7]. The identification of rumors is one such issues.  

Rumors are events about something which hasn't happened but is spreading from person to 

person as if it had. Social networks that have been considered excellent news gathering 

platforms have evolved to be a rumor tool for all topics and a powerful weapon to manipulate 

individuals  [8]. Rumors have numerous detrimental consequences, which is a social issue. 

Peoples‟ and companies‟ reputations could be harmed, and good relationships could 

deteriorate. Families, people, businesses, and even governments can lose a lot of money. The 

deadly Nipah virus was spread through broiler chicken, according to a rumor that circulated 

on social media on May 30, 2018. According to the message, the Nipah virus is spread 

through chicken, and as a result, several dealers in Tamil Nadu have experienced significant 

losses [9]. This case of a false rumor emphasizes the need of predicting the veracity of content 

on social media in an automatic way. Various research on developing systems that 

automatically detect rumors rely heavily on Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques like NLP 

and ML tools. This paper, therefore, aims to build a model using supervised learning 

techniques using  (NB, RF, DT, LR, KNN, SGD) methods to classify rumors within the social 

network. 

 2.  Contribution: 

The following are the main contributions of this paper 

 This paper engaged rumor detection in a methodical process, which offers a way of 

classifying the features of rumors and seeing their relationships. 

  Pruning and extracting valuable features using proposed methods. 

   Improve the performance of the rumor detection to obtain better results compared to 

previous works 

3. Related works  

A few relevant papers on rumor detection are presented in this section: 

In 2015, Qiao Zhang et al.[10] suggested the focus on detecting rumors on social networks. 

To distinguish rumors from normal messages, they proposed a rumor detection method based 

on implicit features of contents and users. They published the findings of the detection 

approach of rumors by means SVM classification based on implicit characteristics regarding 
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the content and users obtain higher performance through a comparison according to basic 

features. They believe user credibility is a significant aspect that influences information 

credibility, analyzing user credibility can aid in the detection of message credibility. So some 

work should be done on user credibility in the future, and leverage that to improve rumor 

detection performance 

In 2015, Gang Liang et al.[11] identified rumors on the Sina Weibo platform based on user‟s 

behavior by means of ML. The behavior of users was used as a clue for showing who tends to 

be a rumor maker. They observed that the rumor publishers‟ behaviors may diverge from 

normal users‟ and a rumor post may have different responses from a normal post. They 

propose rumor identification schemes, based on user behavior, in which users' behaviors are 

treated as hidden clues to indicate who is likely to be rumormongers or what posts are 

potential rumor microblogs. 

In 2017 Ma, B., Lin, D., and Cao, D[12] employed 2 text representations to construct text 

vectors from the rumor content: the NN language and bag of words (BoW) model. Using 

advanced classification algorithms, they compared the performance of 2 text representations 

in rumor detection. The best classification accuracy of the BoW model has been more 

than 90%, while the optimal classification accuracy related to the NN language model has 

been more than 60%, according to 10,000 Sina Weibo posts. They conclude that words of 

posts are more beneficial than semantic context vector representation in a small data set. 

Finally, they propose to study how to integrate the context information to promote the 

performance of rumor detection in the future. 

In 2018 Vijeev, A., Mahapatra, A., Shyamkrishna, A., and Murthy, S.[13] suggested the 

PHEME dataset, which contains non-rumors and rumors about 5 big events, and created a 

rumor identification algorithm that classifies tweets. They began by analyzing and ranking a 

variety of user- and content-based features. NLP methods are used to generate certain content-

based attributes. After that, they used various combinations of features for the training of 

multiple ML models (SVM, RF, and NB). Lastly, they compared the models' performance. 

The models' performance on one such event had led to 78% accuracy. Finally, they believe 

that further improvements are needed both in accuracy and in processing before a fully 

automated rumor detection solution can be integrated into a microblogging site. 

 Because natural language processing libraries for Indian languages do not yet exist, 

establishing them and then using them to extract content-based characteristics like sentiment 

analysis could help classify tweets in Indian languages with greater accuracy. Also, finding 

out the source of a rumor by building a social network graph can be considered as a worthy 

addition to the existing rumor detection system. 

In 2020, Pratiwi, A. R. D., and Setiawan, E. B.[14] suggested a system for detecting rumors in 

Indonesian-language. According to SVM classification and feature selection using TF-IDF 

weighting. With the greatest accuracy score of 78.71%, the system performs well while 

employing 10% of the testing data and unigram characteristics. They believe their System 

performance was influenced by preprocessing and labeling. There are still a lot of non-

standard words missing from the normalization dictionary. This results in words that cannot 

be processed in preprocessing and becomes a separate feature so that the number of features 

used is increasing. Labeling was also done manually using human intelligence so that the 

error rate in labeling the data can be quite high. They propose to use other classification 

models with the additional features to find out which model has the best performance and 

influential features in detecting rumors on Twitter in future work. 

In 2020 Dubey, A. K., Singhal, A., and Gupta, S [15] suggested work on Gradient Boosting, 

Multinomial Naive Bayes, and RF with specific datasets for implementing them and move 

closer to more adequate rumor conclusions. In this case, when using Multinomial Naive 

Bayes, the accuracy was approximately 90.4% when using RF, it is about 86.5%; and in the 
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case of using Gradient Boosting, it's about 88.3%. Finally, they believe working on granular 

aspects of the data and using techniques that are more advanced could lead to far better results  

in the future. 

4. Methodology 

        The proposed system was performed in five steps. Figure (1) shows a diagram that 

depicts a general view of these steps. The initial step is to choose and preprocess the relevant 

Rumor dataset from kaggel.com. After that, after separating the dataset into training 70 % and 

testing 30 % data, TF-IDF is used to extract word features. The next step is to categorize the 

data using classifiers, such as Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Random Forest, K-nearest 

Neighbor, Logistic Regression, and Stochastic Gradient Descent. Finally, evaluate the model 

performance using various metrics, such as (accuracy, recall, and precision).  

 
Figure 1-Block Diagram of the proposed system 

4.1 Dataset   

    The datasets are crucial in the process of classification. To train and test the classifier, the 

collection Rumor Dataset was used. In this paper. The dataset (snopes.CSV file) was collected 

from https://www.kaggle.com/arminehn/rumor-citation[16] This dataset has about 16,865 

records. It contains seven labels of rumors (true, false, mfalse (mostly false), mtrue (mostly 

true), mixture, legend, or undetermined. 

4.2 Preprocessing Step 

     Because the words, characters, and sentences detected at such a level are the fundamental 

units transmitted to all subsequent processing stages, it is a crucial aspect of any NLP system 

[17]. The presented section depicts the execution related to preprocessing processes that are 

identical in testing and training phases. This stage has a major benefit in that it organizes data 

to make the rumor detection work easier. Tokenization, normalizing, removing stop words, 

and stemming are the four processes of preprocessing 

4.2.1 Tokenization 

In NLP, tokenization is crucial. Tokenization is the process of separating a written document 

into tokens by utilizing space to divide one word from the next. Words, symbols, and numbers 

are examples of tokens. The token outputs become inputs for the following steps of pre-

processing [18] 

4.2.2 Normalization 

   This is the process of unifying diverse forms of the same letter (by converting all letters to  

uppercase or lowercase), as well as the deletion of all non-letters (digits and symbols) before  

https://www.kaggle.com/arminehn/rumor-citation
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using the stop words and stemming method[19, 20] 

4.2.3 Stop Word 

  Stop words are often occurring words that might be characterized as any word that is 

insignificant in the classification process and has no obvious value. Stop words like (at, a, by, 

be, is, in, was what, on, where, when, will, who, etc.). These terms were eliminated from each 

one of the documents, and the processed documents were saved and forwarded to the next 

phase [21]. 

4.2.4 Stemming 

      The root/stem of a word is determined using stemming procedures. Stemming reduces 

words to their stems, using a significant amount of language-specific linguistic knowledge. 

The words users, user, used, and using, for instance, can all be derived from the word 'USE' 

[22]. 

4.3 Feature Extraction 

    Feature extraction can be defined as a crucial stage in rumor categorization, as it extracts 

the features from the text input after it has been preprocessed. In-text processing, the 

challenge of transforming a specific text into a vector-based on space is crucial. The TF-IDF 

is a major approach. This method considers the number of times the word appears in all 

documents in the document set. The other term has been Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) 

that has been assessed as a logarithm of the number of documents in the dataset, divided by 

the number of documents where a specific term appeared. It will be feasible to evaluate the 

TF-IDF once the TF and IDF values have “been received [23].” as shown in equations (1,2,3). 

                 
                  

                 
                                                                                         (1) 

Where TF represents Term Frequency, t denotes the term, and d represents the document. TF 

(t, d) depicts the (times term t appears in a document) / (Total number of terms in the 

document) through the calculation of the following equation 

                                                     
 

  
                                                                                   (2) 

N represents the total number of documents in a group of documents. Ni represents the 

number of documents where the word i had arisen in a set of documents. 

                                                 
 

  
                                                                          (3) 

TF: number of times where the word i appeared in a document. 

N: total number of the documents in a group of the documents. 

Ni: number of the documents where the word i had occurred in a group of the documents[24] 

4.4. Classification Techniques:  

In the context of data mining, information or potentially useful patterns are typically hidden 

and unknown, so automatic techniques are required to facilitate the extraction of this data. 

The information in text mining is obvious, but the problem is that this information is not 

represented in a way suitable for processing by a computer. The goal of text mining is to 

represent data in texts in a way that can be processed automatically[25, 26]. Text mining can 

be defined as applying algorithms and methods from machine learning and statistics to natural 

language texts to extract nontrivial information for further use [25]. There are numerous 

applications for machine learning, but data mining is the most important.  

Machine learning can be divided into two categories: supervised machine learning and 

unsupervised machine learning [27]. In unsupervised learning, the training data are unlabeled 

and the algorithm must learn without prior assistance. On the other hand, in supervised 

learning, the training set used to feed the algorithm includes the desired solutions, called 

labels.[28]. Supervised techniques can be further classified into two main categories: 

classification and regression.  The output variable in regression accepts continuous values, 

whereas the output variable in classification takes class labels[29].  

Classification is a data mining (machine learning) technique that is used to forecast group  
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membership for data instances[30]. Although there are a variety of machine learning 

techniques available, classification is the most often utilized. In machine learning, 

classification is an important activity, especially in future planning and information discovery 

[31]. Classification is categorized as one of the most studied problems by researchers in the 

machine learning and data mining fields[32]. There are several classification techniques that 

can be used for classification purposes. In this work, we will focus only on six classifiers that 

were used to build the rumor detection model.  

4.4.1 Naïve Bayes (NB) Algorithm 

The Naïve Bayes classifier can be defined as a supervised learning algorithm based upon the 

Bayesian theorem and a group of conditional independence assumptions on attributes. It can 

be calculated using Bayes‟ rule: 

                                
            

    
                                                                                 (4) 

           P (C|X) represents the posterior probability of class (target) given predictor (attribute). 

P (X|C) represents likelihood, which is the probability of the predictor of a given class. 

P (C) represents the prior probability of a class. 

           P(X) represents the predictor‟s prior probability[33] 

4.4.2 Decision tree (DT) Algorithm 

         The DT classifiers may be utilized in classification as well as regression. The classifier 

can predict the target variables through learning feature data and dividing the area to sub-

areas. Based on two criteria, multiple features have been divided, one of them is an Entropy 

measure and the other is the information gain[34]. considering a binary (2-class) classification 

C, and a set of examples, S represents the class distribution at any node, which may be 

expressed in the form of (p0, p1), where p1 = 1- p0, and entropy, H (S) represents the 

information sum: 

                             ∑         
 
                                                                                      (5) 

For the determination of the optimal attribute to select for every one of the decision nodes of a 

tree. The optimal attribute is the attribute best for separating them into homogeneous sub-sets. 

More particularly, the Gain (S, A), of the attribute A, relative to a collection of samples S, can 

be characterized as. 

              Gain (S, A) = Impurity (S)- ∑
|  |

| |
               

 
    

                                   

4.4.3 Random Forest (RF) Algorithm 

RF classifier is considered as an ensemble approach that boosts accuracy by using 

various decision trees[35]. RF includes a large number of decision trees that collaborate to 

forecast the outcome of a class, with the final prediction based upon the class with the most 

votes. When compared to other models, the error rate in RF is low due to the lack of 

correlation among the trees[36]. 

4.4.4 K-nearest Neighbor (KNN) Algorithm 

A common example-based classifier is k-NN. Because of its accuracy and simplicity, it is one 

of the most widely used classification approaches. Euclidean distance was used since it is the 

most common method where humans interpret distance in the real world [37, 38] as illustrates 

in the equation. 

                                   D =√∑          
 
   

2                                                                            (7)
 

Where: 

d= Euclidean distance  

X= data point from the dataset 

k= number of dimensions  

Y=new data point to be predicated. 

4.4.5 Logistic Regression 
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The advanced Linear regression method of logistic regression is applied to categorize both 

non-linear and linear data.[39]. It's a classifier that figures out which properties from the input 

are the most significant in distinguishing between the various classes [40]. The logistic 

regression equation is shown in Equations (8,9): 

                               ∑           
 

   
                                                               (8) 

                             
 

     
                                                                                        (9) 

Where:  

P represents the likelihood of (Y|X) 

X represents a feature-vector 

Y represents a class  

w represents the weight of the word 

f represents frequency. 

4.4.6 Stochastic Gradient Descent Learning  

Gradient descent is a commonly utilized algorithm that might provide a fresh viewpoint on 

issue resolution.[41]. Stochastic gradient descent is a classifier that optimizes an objective 

function using an iterative process. Because it evaluates gradients using randomly picked 

samples, this classifier is known as stochastic [42]. 

4.5 Evaluating performance measures 

  A variety of evaluation measures were utilized to evaluate the algorithm's classification 

accuracy in detecting Rumors. The performance metrics that are utilized for evaluating the 

results of the classification are precision, recall, and F-measure. In this work, the most 

frequently utilized measure metric (Confusion Matrix) to detect Rumor was used. Through the 

formulation of this as a task of classification, it is possible to define the measures that the 

confusion matrix has as below[43, 44]. 

                                 Accuracy = 
     

           
                                                                                (10) 

                                 Precision = 
  

     
                                                                                              (11) 

                                Recall = 
  

     
                                                                                                      (12) 

                               F1-score =    
                   

                  
                                                                          (13) 

Were 

• TP: true positives: samples predicted positive that are actually positive. 

• TN: true negatives: samples predicted negative that are actually negative. 

• FP: false positives: samples predicted positive that are actually negative. 

  • FN: false negatives: samples predicted negative that are actually positive [45, 46]. 

4. Results and Discussion 

In this section, all results are shown in tables (1) and figure (2) of used evaluation metrics 

applied to classify the rumors accurately. 

Table -1 Results metrics for each classifier about Snopes dataset 
Snopes dataset 

Classifier Name Precision% Recall% F1-measure % 

RF 0.99 0.99 0.99 

NB 0.91 0.86 0.87 

LR 0.94 0.91 0.92 

KNN 0.82 0.75 0.65 

DT 0.98 0.98 0.98 

SGD 0.96 0.96 0.96 

In this paper, rumors detection in online social media was modeled as a classification  

problem. The Snopes dataset (of the seven labels) was split into 70% for training and the rest  
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30% as testing data. The meaningful „Content Based‟ features of the data was extracted, with 

the use of the Natural Language Processing approaches.  

We have compared 6 different machine learning models. Table (1) and Figure (2) summarizes 

the highest precision that has been obtained for the variety of the classifiers. From the results 

shown above, the precision of the random forest algorithm achieved the best perfumes (99%). 

However, the performance of the DT and SGD is also near to Random Forest with 98 % and 

96% precision. While the precision of the other three classifiers, NB, LR, KNN achieved 

(90%), (94%), (82%). 

 
Figure 2-Results of evaluation metrics for each classifier about Snopes dataset 

 

     Through the analysis of various performance metric graphs in this section, it was found 

that RF performed the best (99%) in terms of accuracy. 

5. Conclusions and Future Works 
    The goal of this research was to use supervised learning algorithms for detecting rumors in 

social media. We experimented with various ML classifiers, and based on the findings, the 

study came to the following conclusion:- 

 RF performed the best (99%) with regard to the accuracy, while the performance of SGD, 

DT, was also very near to RF with 96% and 98% accuracy. 

 The type of dataset collected (Snopes dataset) also has a considerable effect on the 

classification accuracy of this work. 

 The preprocessing steps using our dataset give better results. These steps had an significant 

impact on increasing the accuracy of the classification. 

 For future work we suggest using deep learning algorithms with increment in the size of the 

dataset. 
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